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Section 1

The Hypes of "Christ" - just
Monkey's Fuss for Flops n'
Slobs

"Do not resist the evil" (Mt 5:39)
The credo of all organized crimes, Mafiosi, Satan
and the "Sermon on the Mountain"!

The Monkey Christ measured by his “Lord’s Prayer”

First order of prayer according to Mt 6:9:

"Our Father in heaven"? "Hallowed be your name"?
This file is also available as PDF, ZIP or WORD.EXE

For Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and his fellow Christian
foul mouths god is no subject to worship but a specter abasing the goofs believing spoofs to
be slaves and to exalt themselves to be swineherds or slaveholders of humankind, respectively,
to fake oneself being “god”. In this business, the instigator of this organized crime
becomes worshiped as “god”! Only as bugaboo for exalting themselves to slaveholders
of humankind, respectively, getting worshiped as “god” oneself, “Jesus "Christ" ” and his
Christian foul mouths “bigotedly” confess “god”.
Christian Mafia is no exception regarding organized crime what it obviously fails to see.
Each Mafioso must be ready to torment torture and murder other victims and rivals but also
being tormented, tortured and killed by others. The latter is what Christian foul
mouths “heartbreakingly” call “martyrdom” of theirs. However, without such “martyrdom”
no organized crime can exist, at least successfully! Each objectification (incarnation) of perfidy, i.
e. "sick one needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) that want to murder its rival knows that the rival
also will kill him, if he gets to know what he intends to do. Murder and such “martyrdom”
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belong together. Exposing those “martyrdom” first means to produce murdering robots
and secondly to draw attention from the felonious and murderous nature of oneself.
Those Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy fake to be “martyrs”
suffering “martyrdom” …!
Satan and his anointed one (Hebrew: Messiah, Greek: Christos) only hallow the name of their
own when bragging about themselves:

Mt 28:18 NRSV
18 And Jesus came and said to them, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to
me (sinner Jesus "Christ" ).

Mt 24: 35 NRSV
35 Heaven (and thus god as contents of heaven) and earth will pass away, but my (Jesus’) words will
not pass away.

Joh 16: 15 NRSV
15

All that the Father (god) has is mine (man’ swine Jesus "Christ" ). For this reason I (sinner

Jesus "Christ" ) said that he (god) will take what is mine …

• In what way it is possible to pray to the “father” for any concern, request or desire pray if it
is not up to the “father” to accomplish it, since Satan his or Satan’s son or his (Jesus) Christ
already has pilfered that authority from him? Here, the trinity of man’s liar, man’s deceiver
and man’s sinner says that this authority is not to god -- he calls “father” -- but up to him!
• For what purpose one could pray to the “father”, if the “father” even has to pray to the
sinner (Jesus "Christ" ) if he (“the father”) desires anything?
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That is how Satan and his (Jesus) Christ fancy the world …!
This is what both would like, that gladly!
Here, sinner Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name: Jesus "Christ" ) fails to see that by his
“Lord’s prayer” he proper debunks all is megalomaniac puking (“I am …) to be blatant lies
and flagrant deceits of a very typical sinner and a religious Mafioso!
My word, what a toilet: The most sinner of all the Christian foul mouths tries degrading
the almighty god to be an assistant to this sinner that has to obey this sinner and even to ask
him (Satan or his topmost sinner that is called Jesus "Christ" !) for permission …!
• My word, what „hallowing“ of god’s name by announcing that he is going to perish
…! Therefore, he and his fellow Christian foul mouths should play: Our father temporarily in
heaven as long as our top sinner Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) allows you
to stay there …
• My word, what a „hallowing“ of god’s name by associating a desperado, underhand foul
player, felon, death penalty convict, instigator of the Planet’s most organized crime and
accursed one by him (De 21,23) to him …!
• My word, what “hallowing” of the name of god denying all his authority in heaven and on
Earth by claiming that for oneself (see: Mt 18:18) …!
• My word, what “hallowing” of god’s name by faking him to be depended on oneself (see:
Joh 16:15) …!

So, who wonders about Christian criminality?
What honest and decent one really can doubt that the Christian sinner worship Satan as
their “god”? That is foul mouths’ lifestyle!

However, such a satanic sinner or man’s felon has not finished, yet! This megalomaniac one of
all megalomaniac ones has the cheek to throw stones at the Pharisees for putatively or really
being arrogant and supercilious (see: Mt 6:5-7). This sinner of all foul mouths! This walking bog
on two legs! That is the Christian foul mouths’ bedlam and/or lunatic asylum! There is
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ben-Pandera (Christian toilet name: „Jesus "Christ" “).

Jesus "Christ" , sinner swine,
Making all the Christian swine fine,
Being Satan’s catamite,
Accomplishing “My (Satan’s) fight”!

What “hallowing” of god’s name if this imposter, felon, death penalty convict and sinner
claims omnipotence for himself instead of god …! How can this sinner inveigle others into
praying to a “father” if that “father” does not have the authority to accomplish the
prayer’s requests because this sinner and/or Satan is claiming it for himself,
respectively, themselves?
There is no hypocrite,
Like Jesus "Christ" !

If all authority is given to somebody else, then it is not up to any other person to keep it. We
are going to demonstrate in detail that Jesus "Christ" precisely understands this saying in
this sense, below.

Jesus "Christ" , sinner swine!
Satan’s catamite, full of spite!
Satan’s fight on humankind!

According to the scripture Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (sinner name: Jesus "Christ" ) pretends to
fulfill god gives no authority of his to another person and therefore, the “authority” this
sinner claims can be only be a faked one given by Satan to him, possible when both encountered
in the desert:

Isa 42:8 NRSV
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8 I am the LORD, that is my name; my glory I give to no other, nor my praise to idols (like
Jesus "Christ" , Satan’s catamite that is accursed of me as I told by De 21:23) ...

In monotheistic religions “The Lord” is god. However, in the Christian bedlam, “The Lord”
is Christian Mafia’s instigator and sinner: Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ).
God does not share his authority with another person, unperson, human being, inhuman
being, sinner, sinner swine, felon, death penalty convict or any animal. In particular, he is
not bound to that what cunning Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" )
decides …! This all the less, since Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name: “Jesus "Christ" ”)
proper belongs with those miscarriages of nature and to those who are “poor in spirit” (Mt
5:3). That is why this sinner eagerly tries replacing his incapability of philosophy by sorcery. That
is what is behind the purportedly Christian “miracles”, which shall knock out brain and reason
in favor of the Mafiosi!
I.e., by feigning the miscarriages, damp squibs or flops or nature (the “infirm”, “invalid”,
“sick”, “handicapped” ones) as “god’s chosen ones”, sinner Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) at first is promoting the advantage of his and accomplishes
the selfishness of his own! That is why the Christian foul mouths conceal the deformity
and ugliness of Satan’s son (Jesus "Christ" ) to their brainwashed salves! They brainwashed
victims shall not know that Satan’s son (Jesus "Christ" ) -- the Christian sinner fob as “god” off
on their victims -- is as ugly as his father Satan. The brainwashed victims shall not know
that beside the fact that Yehoshua was going to be hanged, by his outward appearance he
already bears the mark of Cain as an accursed one by god like Satan is accursed of god!
• Why did god take away the beauty Satan was keeping as former angel? The answer: That we
are able to realize Satan already by his outward appearance!
• Why did god tell us that a hanged one is accursed by him? The answer: that we are able
to realize Satan already by the grimace of Jesus "Christ" !
Therefore, the god Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) pretends to be,
neither wants to be associated with other persons nor with other scriptures of a underhand
foul players’ and hangmen's sect (of already about 300 millions of murders, only until now!).
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De 4:1-2 NKJV
1 ¶ "Now, O Israel, listen to the statutes and the judgments which I teach you to observe, that you may live,
and go in and possess the land which the LORD God of your fathers is giving you.
2 "You shall not add to the word which I command you, nor take from it, that you may keep
the commandments of the LORD your God which I command you.

Four books of lies, deceits and many goofy „epistles“ dripping with camouflaged spite
Christian foul mouths perfidiously added to god’s word. In those fabrications Christian
foul mouths purport that god has not be reputed to be god but the Christian
deformity, monstrosity and top epitome and objectification (incarnation) of perfidy, i.e. "sick
one needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ).
If those Christian shrewd additions still contain something more, then they say that Satan,
pardon, “god” dotes on all those slobs n’ flops Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera and most of his
Christian foul mouths belong.
Those Christian foul mouths persist in that lying although knowing that god says that a
hanged one is debunked as being accursed by him (god), already and sufficiently by the
simple fact of a crucifixion (see: De 21:23). Being crucified means being marked as an accursed
one of god. This quite according to the scripture that allegedly prove all the claims of man’s
sinner (Jesus "Christ" )!
Who wonders about the foul play, perfidy, infamy and abomination of this Christian Mafia in
view of the fact that an accursed one by god is faking “god” no end in that Mafia of
desperadoes? Can somebody honestly doubt that Satan is worshiped as “god” by the
Christians, viz, by those “poor ones in spirit” (Mt 5:3), by those “the sick” needing a
physician” (Lu 5:31)?
However, this might be a remarkable difference between god and Satan: Satan shares authority
and “wisdom” of his with his son (Jesus) Christ, provided the latter cares that he is worshiped
as “god” by Christian foul mouths. Satan is divided into three parts or persons and god is only
one! Satan has a family, a father (Satan proper), a mother called Mary, a son called Jesus "Christ"
or even a brother called James etc. God has no family because he is one. According to the
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scripture Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) fakes to fulfill god’s son is
the people of Israel but not death penalty convict, a hanged one or somebody that was going to
be hanged!

The faked “miracles” of this disabled sinner (Jesus "Christ" ) shall divert attention from
his disability of philosophical thinking. This defect he wants to camouflage by faking “miracles”
all over! That is the wisdom of Satan, his (Jesus) Christ (“Anointed One”) and that one of
their Christian foul mouths:

“For the earth does not move. Were it to move, it would fall.”

[i]

• That is the „wisdom“ of those that are “poor in spirit” (Mt 5:3)!
• That is the evidence that faith shifts mountains (see: Mt 17:20) and the truths, anyway!
• That is Satan’s “science”!
• That is Satan’s “reason”! That is the model of a Christian “philosopher”!
• That is Christian science!
• That is the “truth” this and all the Christian foul mouths mean and for which they feign to
snuff it …!
• That is the evidence that those who “are poor in spirit” (Mt 5:13) are Satan’s, pardon,
“god’s” chosen ones …!
• Those are Satan’s and Jesus’ “glad tidings” lacking that the world would perish, forever!
• That is the belief’s “superiority” to reason!
• That is the evidence that reason cannot hold a candle to the trinity of Satan, his (Jesus) Christ
and the Christians’ faith!
• That is the “knowledge” that prevents humankind from everlasting grilling in a hot pan in
hell …!
• That is the evidence that reason and science never cannot refute Satan’s and all his Christian
foul mouths’ belief! Whoever is unable to refute that the Earth does not move to Christians that
one is also incapable of debunking even the most blatant Christian lies and most fragrant
Christian deceits to Christian foul mouths … If you do not believe it, try it!
• This is the spiritual and intellectual horizon of the “god” of a sect of foul mouths, viz, of a
Mafia of Mafiosi, and other sorts of foul players on humankind and human rights!
• This is the evidence that Christian knowledge contributes better for the “personality” of
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a Christian sinner swine than sex does …!
• This is the evidence that the last one now are reputed to be the “first” ones and the foul
mouths as “martyrs”, “reverends”, “saints”, “holy fathers” etc.
• This is the evidence that nothing is impossible (see: Mt 17:20) to the trinity of Satan, his
(Jesus) Christ and all their fellow desperadoes!

Oh my goodness, what a “divine omniscience” …! The whole universe was waiting for
that “truth” to get “redeemed” from the darkness by such a conceited “light” …!
In addition, there arouses another question Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name: Jesus
"Christ" ) and all his foul mouths (Christians) never could answer: Why praying to god
if everything is possible to faith (see Mt 17:20), even the allegation that the Earth does not move
…? Deceivers are used to having secrets, all the time and Christian ones, in particular! To
whom everything is possible, that one does not need any “god” and the Christian only need a
bogy for enslaving the “beloved” pets or sheep …!
Now, “god” finally shall admit that sinner “Jesus "Christ" ” knows everything better, can
do everything better than he (“god”) does and that he (“god”) shall give up authority to Satan,
his (Jesus) Christ and their Christian foul mouths …!
All the purportedly „wisdom“ this imposter, sinner and death penalty convict pukes is of hat
kind. Moreover, the Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy , those “poor ones
in spirit” (Mt 5:3), those “the sick needing a physician” (Lu 5:31) are proud to share that puking
or sewage!

That is the “wisdom” of the “the sick needing a physician” (Lu 5:31), viz, of Christian toilet
that even presumed to force Italian scientist Galileo Galilee (1564 – 1642) to revoke his
knowledge that the earth is circling the sun … Galilee is no accident but a necessity if the last ,
the goofy (“poor in spirits” ones Mt 5:3), the “the sick needing a physician” (Lu 5:31) or those
foul mouths that are used to puffing themselves up as the “first ones” … As generally
known Christian sect provides many carnival wear for disguising that way …

Nothing is impossible to Satan’s and his son’s belief (see: Mt 17:20), e.g., it is not impossible to
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say that the Earth does not move. If nothing is impossible to faith (see Mt 17:20) then even the
claim that Satan is called to be “god”, Satan’s son and Christ to be the ones of “god” even
the fabrication that -- unlike god -- Satan is split into three parts. If nothing is impossible to
belief (see Mt 17:20), then the Christians are allowed to call and worship Satan as “god”
as Christian foul mouths are used to posing and strutting as “reverends”, “saints”, “holy
fathers”, “saint of the latter days” and as other “moral” whoppers …! Satan and his (Jesus)
Christ know what deceivers and foul mouths need, already before being prayed!

Whoever does not believe in Jesus’ fake,
Is lively to combust at the Christians’ stakes!
Why have Christian swine to kill that way?
Because god does not burn for those swine’s sake!
Victims cry at the stake,
Jesus "Christ" is Satan’s fake!

If the Christian foul mouths really would believe that god would punish somebody in favor
of theirs, then the Christian swine would not need to punish because no punishment could be
more just than that one of god. The Christian criminally “punish” their real and/or
fancied adversaries and/or enemies because they know that god does not punish in favor of
theirs since there is no punishment to imagine the Christian foul mouths do not deserve!
That is what the world looks like if Christian rogues n’ frogs, mugs n’ thugs and/or slobs n’
flops are „tempted“ by philosophy because they cleared or “combusted” the first , the
philosophers …! Then, the stage is open for those that are „poor in spirit“ (Mt 5:3), viz, for
- the goofs with all their spoofs,
- “the sick needing a physician” (Lu 5:31),
- the hypocrites like Jesus "Christ"
- Satan’s catamites like Christian swine.

Oh yeah, another question arouses the conceitedly “modest” n’ “humble” first ones do not see,
not to mention, cannot answer: Wherever god can stay if heaven perishes like Yehoshuafile:///G|/WebsJun09/Bare-JesusJun09/e5041.htm (9 von 20) [18.06.2009 11:40:27]
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ben-Pandera (swine name: Jesus "Christ" ) presumes to announce (see: Mt 24:35)? However, there
is still a place because hell is not threatened to perish by Satan, his (Jesus) Christ and all
the Christian foul mouths …! So, do not say that Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name:
Jesus "Christ" ) does not care for everything …!

Indeed, did Satan’s (Jesus) Christ ever threaten hell to be going to perish? There is still a place
for Christian “immortal” evil souls to stay and where they belong …!
I see, whoever honestly can doubt that Satan has become worshiped as “god” by his (Jesus)
Christ and the Christian toilet!

This imposter (“Lord” HVV, viz, Hatred, Vengeance and Venom) only wants to be worshiped
as “god” by allowing those ones granting his worshiping as such (Christian rogues in frocks) to
act as slaveholders of humankind. That is his way of “hallowing” the name of god …! That is
why this sinner and all this Christian fellow foul mouths talk about god …! That is the business
and business in return of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name: Jesus "Christ" ) and the
Christian Mafia!
Imagine, god would contradict Satan’s son the Christian foul mouths want to lift up as
“god’s” guardian that the Earth does not move. In the end, Satan’s (Jesus) Christ would force
god to revoke that knowledge as his fellow Christian felons forced Galileo Galilee (1564 -1642)
to do so …
You never know what Satan and his (Jesus) Christ and all their Christian foul mouths have
to suffer: They even have to correct “god”! Christian “sacrifices” all over! However, here one has
to consider that “sacrifice” according to Jesus "Christ's" and the Christian foul mouths’
criminology is only a semantic simulation (juggling with names) for perpetrating crimes
(and putting the blame for them to the victims) …!
Oh yeah, “Jesus "Christ" ” does not rob “god” … On the contrary, “god” plunders and
pilfers Jesus "Christ" (see Mt 24:35) … The Christian impostor finally presumes to “think” that
he does not take anything from “god” but “god” from him (see: Joh 16:15) …! Even according
to Christian doctrines, Satan and his (Jesus) Christ believe that the latter do not have to apologize
to god but god to those poor old sods …!
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Such a spiteful little devil called Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ),
a miscarriage and damp squib of nature full of vindictiveness presumes to fancy to allow
“god” when he can be “god” (see: Joh 16: 15) and when not and that he (like Satan) can
do everything better than god does! Christian bedlam! Christian lunatic asylum! underhand
foul players’ sect of objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy !

Oh yeah, one cannot imagine what “Lord” HVV (hatred, vengeance and venom) -- the sinner
even Satan is unable to outdo -- has to suffer for the sins of his, pardon, “of the world” …
Stealthily, the Christian bastards n’ dastards, slobs n’ flops, schmucks n’ mugs, rogues n’
frogs with frocks and without frocks believe that their topmost sinner Yehoshua-benPandera (swine name: Jesus "Christ" ) even has to "suffer" for the sins of “god”… What
a “sacrifice” of a Mafioso …! Instead of Christian perfidy, crimes and barbarities all over,
the Christian foul mouths only can see Christian “sacrifices” everywhere, even if there
are nowhere …!
Are not they models of foul mouths?
Whoever honestly can contest that Jesus "Christ" and his Christian foul mouths hallow
Satan’s name and worship him and his Christ, Messiah or son as “god” …? What honest
person, ever could deny …?

Trinity would be a determination and “omnis determinatio est negatio” (Spinoza). That
means each determination is also a negation. Regarding omnipotence of god, a limitation is
an annihilation of his omnipotence – the most important attribute of god …! However, what is
left to deceivers and barbarians that want to exalt to their “god? Their top most sinner,
desperado, terrorist, felon and death penalty convict disgracefully hanging on the gallows or
cross” and thus debunking himself as being accursed of god (see: De 21:25) and thus
Satan’s beloved catamite …!
Trinity is a destruction of god, the contrary of hallowing.

Human beings are of inferior quality than that one of god. By alleging that Christian
topmost sinner is both “god” and human being, the Christian duffers n’ bluffers, mugs n’
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morons puke that Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name: Jesus "Christ" ) is unable to keep the
high quality of god, thoroughly. Something that is mixed with an inferior matter does not
match that what is not mixes (with inferior things). Therefore, by alleging that the
Christians topmost swine is both god and human being, the Christian foul mouths, duffers
n’ bluffers inadvertently and indirect allege that their “god” Jesus "Christ" is an inferior part to
the other parts of god. This stays to be true, even if the Christian foul mouths refuse
to acknowledge it, quite according to their slogan: Our Christian deceit (“faith”) shifts
mountains (see: Mt 17:20) and the truths and honesty, anyway!

Christianity is atheism and blasphemy!
Once more, this stays being true regardless if the Christian hypocrites, liars, deceivers, felons
and barbarians acknowledge it or repress it. Truths do not depend on the acknowledgment of
the Planet’s most Mafiosi and it does not depend on Christian perfidy n’ infamy repressing
and erasing everything that can debunk the Planet foulest players and most foul mouths
that worship a death penalty convict and an accursed one of god (see: De 21:25) as their “god” …!
Whoever takes Christian gibberish of „trinity“ seriously, at first should demonstrate in what
other way early Christian foul mouths could lift that heinous religious rogue to the “god” …
The early Christian could not say this or that fellow of us is “god”. This possibly would
have resulted in disappointment about god, at all. Therefore, many folks might have turned
away from god because of such a wretched individual’s claiming. They could have thought:
That miserable miscarriage of damp squib is god? We completely were mistaken when believing
in god …
Therefore, before arguing the blather and baloney of trinity one has to put the question that
already answers all those “problems”: What is left to Christian foul mouths that want to lift
their top most fellow felon up to “god” … Who knows a better trick but “trinity” …? This
answers everything about the blather and baloney of “trinity”!

Therefore, at first, the early Christian foul mouths had to correspond and try complying
with certain ideas, imaginations that at that time were passed on, and to which the victims
(of Christian deceit) were familiar. These ideas being passed on about god, Jesus "Christ" and
the Christian foul mouths, the later call the „father“. Due to that background the Christian
foul mouths could paint their topmost fellow desperado and terrorist Yehoshua-benPandera (swine name: Jesus "Christ" ) as Christian Mafia’s really, acting and superior “god”.
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The latter, the Christian foul mouths and only the Christian foul mouths call “son”. In
Judaism “son of god” is the nation of Israel. In Neo-Platonism, the “son of god” is
nature. Christian goofs in vain afflicted a lot with Neo-Platonism according to the motto: Even
if the ability is lacking the will is to praise.
Thus, it happens that Christian closed the Athenian Academy founded by philosopher Plato in
the year 529 C.E. The Christian foul mouths lived their swine’s soul to the full and murdered
the academy’s last female leader. However, that does not make Christian goofs, duffers,
jerks, mugs and murderers shrink from fooling themselves bearing the “absolute truths” and
being “great philosophers”.
Possibly, they are not convinced of that and do not believe it. However, that is not their aim:
The brainwashed ones, the slaves, their robots have to believe it. That is the only decisive
thing! Due to their nature of objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy , the Christian foul
mouths prefer dying instead of admitting the truth about themselves … That is what the
Christian foul mouths “suffer” and that is those swine’s “martyrdom” …!

What the antique Christian goofs understood of Neo-Platonism only is to call ridiculous.
However, it is interesting that the early Greek Christian foul mouths did not talk about persons
(of god) but used great ancient philosopher Plotinus’ (205 – 270 C.E) notion of hypostasis.
The notion of persons only appears in Latin translations of the early Christian swine. For
Plotin hypostasis is not being or object but only a logical distinctions (distinctio rationis) – and
is what Christian goofs n’ fools full of spoofs never got.
Christian “trinity” is only a fabrication of Christian goofs fabricating spoofs or of Christian frogs
in frocks being that dopey that they are even unable to realize the limits of their brain. The latter
is not possible without a certain degree of intelligence Christian foul mouths obviously are
lacking …! “Trinity” is the evidence that wherever Christianity is there also are bedlam and/
or lunatic asylum …!

The even number of two represents dualism. Therefore, if one wants to sham unity of “god”,
one has to resort to an odd number and the next odd number that follows one is three. The
fiction of “holy ghost” became fabricated in that way. The Christian foul mouths could not
say “god” is two because this number stands for dualism. Dualism regarding god means
dualism of god and Satan or good and evil. Thus, the “philosophical” goof, jerk and
moron Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) fabricated “holy ghost” as
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a person (hypostasis) of its own. We already said that because of his philosophical deficiencies
he bluffed sorcery all over!
However, by separating the „holy ghost“ from god as a special person the goof (of
Christian Mafia’s “god”) failed to see that he separates god form the capability of being god.
The latter is what philosophical jerk n’ buffoon Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera and his Christian duffers
n’ bluffers and/or hooligans and fooligans call „holy ghost“.
As said, philosophical mug “Jesus "Christ" ” ridiculously tried to compensate this shortcoming
by performing sorcery, all over! Comparably one could differ between a cat and the capability
of being a cat or a stone and the capability of being a stone. The play of goofs with all their
spoofs can be continued without end. Evenly, one could differ between the son and the
capability of being son, the father and capability of being father or even the ghost and
the capability of being „holy ghost“ … A particular matter even means the capability of being
the matter … This is only a distinction of brain not one really existing being (distinctio rationis)!
Do not demand too much from a sorcerer, felon and death penalty convict, viz, from his
fellow Christian foul mouths!
My word, this „hallowing“ of god’s name by associating a felon and death penalty convict to
him (see: De 21:23) and to claim that even needs a spirit as third thing because without this
third thing “god” obviously is spiritless … That is unlimited Christian „brotherly love“: To be
able to fake humankind’s slaveholders they even care that “god” is not spiritless …
Perhaps Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a
physician" (Lu 5:31) might think that folks could suppose this when they purport that
“god” allegedly is besotted with all the failures of his creature and hates success, all over
…! Hence, the Christian foul mouths donate spirit to “god” …! In addition, there is a still
stubborn folk contesting “brotherly love” to Christian foul mouths …! Oh no, …!
This bedlam of differing between a matter and the capability of being the respective matter is
very common to Christian goofs (“theologians”). Christian foul mouths' so-called “proofs of
god” are based on this weak-minded differentiation between a matter and the capability of
being the matter. For those jerks, duffers, morons and mugs the latter is the evidence of
“god”. True nature is capable in itself. Being something means being able to be the
concerned matter! However, Christianity is no question if there is a god but if there is Satan, his
son or Christ and their trinity …
Christianity is a question how evil and bestiality come into existence and can spread in the
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world. Perhaps, because Christian foul mouths taught there are no Satan and god, the
Christian foul mouths made their topmost sinner to be Satan (they call “god”) of the universe
…! Finally, one only can take a seat or be seated in a chair nobody else is sitting in it. The
latter does not only turn out Christian blasphemy but also atheism.
Christianity is bestiality, bedlam and lunatic asylum …!
Christian perfidy of „hallowing“ god’s name and Christian Mafia’s infamy, atheism
and blasphemy nobody expresses more impressively but Saul (Christian jargon: Paul).
Here, „Paul“ expresses „Jesus "Christ" “ perfidy from the bottom of the depraved heart of the
latter, if at that time secretly still living Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus
"Christ" ) did not dictate those sayings to Paul, out of the Christian catacombs and for
this catacombs’ sect:

1Co. 15:24 NRSV
24 Then comes the end, when he (Jesus "Christ" ) hands over the kingdom to God the
Father, after he (Jesus "Christ" ) has destroyed every ruler and every authority and power.

1Co. 15:28 NRSV
28 When all things are subjected to him (Jesus "Christ" ), then (and not before) the Son
(Jesus "Christ" ) himself will also be subjected to the one (god) who put all things in
subjection under him, so that (then and not now) God may be all in all.

My word, what a "hallowing" of god’s name …! First, Satan desires to correct god
corresponding his mind and if god rules the world like Satan wants him to do, then Satan
permits god to be god …! Whoever, honestly can doubt that Satan and his Christ have
become worshiped as „god“ in Christian Mafia?
If god does not do what Satan, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) orders
him to do god is not allowed to be god … One should think over it: Like Satan, his (Jesus)
Christ holds out the prospect of being submitted to god if hen can change universe according to
his desire, viz, if he can rule the world as he presumes to think god should do so …! At first,
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god must allow Satan and/or (Jesus) Christ to be god and afterwards Satan and/or his
(Jesus) Christ perhaps, possibly and maybe will allow god to be god … Christianity is no
Satanism and bedlam? My word, what a “hallowing” of god’s name …
This impertinence is that gross that it is not far-fetched to suppose that hereby Paul
ridicules Christianity, quite according the “innocence” of deceivers: If the goofs believe all
the spoofs, then they are to blame themselves.
Moreover, the quarrels for handing over omnipotence to god are scheduled, already. If god
says that the Earth is circling the sun like Italian Galileo Galilee (1564 -1642) does, can Satan or
his (Jesus) Christ -- being convinced that the Earth does not move -- hand over authority to
god, that ignoramus …?
You never know what Satan and/or his (Jesus) Christ has, respectively, have to “suffer”. They
even shall hallow the name of an ignoramus and an “evil” person preferring nature’s
successes instead of doting on its failures, e.g., on “the sick needing a physician” (Lu 5:31)…!
Do not Satan and/or his (Jesus) Christ – those models of “modesty” and “humbleness”! steadily rebuke others for modesty and humbleness?

Now, the Earth really stops moving in order to prevent from falling down … And there are
still philosophers contesting that Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera could work wonders … Oh, this
evil world …!
Primarily, Jesus Satan’s Christ and son wants to managed everything corresponding Christian
foul mouths' hatred, vengeance and venom, viz, corresponding the desire of the „the sick
needing a physician“ (Lu 5:31)– what god supposedly is incapable or unwilling to do.
Afterwards the death penalty convict or Satan generously allows god to be god …!
Christian bedlam! First, Jesus "Christ" changes god’s will who is first and who are the lastand if
he has managed everything corresponding the hatred, vengeance and venom of those that
turned out badly by nature, then he (and his obvious father Satan) generously allow god to
be almighty …!
Christianity is bestiality, bedlam and a lunatic asylum!
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- As long as the world has not changed corresponding Satan’s and Jesus "Christ's" desire
making the first the „last ones“ and the lastthe „first ones“ god has to learn form Satan and
his (Jesus) Christ how to do his job, correctly …
- Since the world has not changed corresponding the „Days of vengeance“ (Lu 21:22) of
Jesus Satan’s Christ , viz, Christian „brotherly love“ + „enemy love“ the Christian
bedlam presumes to teach god what to do and what to omit like Satan wants to teach
god according to the doctrines of their own …!
God, on your knees for adoring Satan, his (Jesus) Christ and the Christian foul mouths
knowing everything better and doing everything better you do …!
This Christian impertinence is beyond description and past comprehension and can never
be outdone, even not by any other organized crime. If Christian foul mouths presume to
complain of being called bedlam or lunatic asylum, they first should think about this saying
of Paul. Then they should not talk about “modesty” and “humbleness” but become humble. It is
no violation of human rights but charity of caring for a “sick one needing a physician” (Lu 5:31) if
a Christian sinner, who is talking this, is put to a lunatic asylum.
My word, what a "hallowing" of Satan and his Messiah (Jesus "Christ" ) …!
That is why according to the Christian foul mouths’ own doctrines Satan rebelled on god
because he thinks to be a better “god” than god is. God prefers each success of nature. In
contrast with god, Satan, his (Jesus) Christ however, dote on everything where nature failed, e.
g., the miscarriages and damp squibs of nature, the slobs n’ flops, the mugs n’ thugs, the duffers
n’ bluffers or to say it in other words: The Christian foul mouths and all their perfidy,
infamy, outrages and barbarities! ! That is what those Christian foul mouths fancy: God
first should learn his tools of trade instructed by Satan and his Anointed One, viz, Jesus "Christ" ...!
Like Satan,
Like his (Jesus) Christ!

Satan, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name: Jesus "Christ" ) and the Christian foul mouths
are about the same matter: a rebellion on god because this trinity disagree with god who are
the first and who are the last … This trinity want to put upside down and downside (Christians)
up …
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My word, what a "hallowing" of Satan by his son! Those are the results if Satan and his most
sinner, Jesus "Christ" , “hallows” god’s name …!
The trinity of Satan, his (Jesus) Christ and all their Christian foul mouths perpetrate their
rebellion on god by faking the reverse of it: „serving god“, „scarifying him as lamb for
god“. Veiling, disguising, wrapping everything by its opposite is very typical of deceivers
and very, very typical of Jesus "Christ" and his fellow Christian foul mouths. Jesus "Christ" and
the Christian foul mouths’ blasphemous rebellion on god is still more „impressively“ expressed
in a scripture the Christian foul mouths wanted to destroy for ever, viz, in “The Gospel of Philip”.
Even if the Christian foul mouths would be right that “The Gospel of Philip” was a nonauthentic gospel, nevertheless this scripture stays as evidence that early Christian foul
mouths understood Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name: „Jesus "Christ" “) in the sense
of continuing Satan’s rebellion and vengeance on god. For foul mouths, whose
“faith” purportedly shifts mountains truth are „non-authentic“ as a rule, since only that way
lies can be palmed as „truths“ and perfidy as “honesty” off on the victims. Anyway, this
scripture is not written by anti-Christians but by Christian foul mouths!

"The world came about through a mistake. For he (god) who created it wanted to create
it imperishable and immortal. He (god) fell short of attaining his desire. For the world never
was imperishable, nor, for that matter, was he who made the world.."

[ii]

God, you failure – that is how man’s sinner (Jesus "Christ" ) and his fellow foul mouths
“hallow" god’s name!!! This is the hidden hatred of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name:
Jesus "Christ" ) and that one of the Christian foul mouths on god: deeming him to be a failure
…! That is what the Christian miscarriages of nature really are used to believing …! Regardless,
if this gospel is authentic or not, as an early Christian writing it undoubtedly is the evidence
that early Christian understood Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s (Satan name: Jesus Christ's") “tenets”
as hatred on god!
However, “miraculously” the alleged „non-authentic“ gospel matches the „authentic“ ones
of Christian sect …! Nothing else Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: “Jesus "Christ" ”) and
Saul (swine name: Paul) say!
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Oh god, you „almighty“ failure! God, this goof cannot achieve that what he wants to
accomplish. God is in need of some wretched miscarriages of nature, of some rats in the sewers,
of a misshapen monstrosity of nature instructing and modeling him how to do his job …
Indeed, that is the way the trinity of Satan, his (Jesus) Christ and all the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) fancy "god" …! That is precisely the reason
for Satan’s rebellion on god, according to the Christian foul mouths' own doctrines. Whoever
can doubt that Satan has become worshiped as god in Christian sect? Satan the first Christian of
the universe and Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) the second one …!
My word, what a “hallowing” of god’s name nobody can outdo!
Viz, those mendaciously praying „hallowed be your name“ do not only wage war,
psychological terror and terror on the „beloved“ fellow human beings but first on god because
the latter prefers the wrong ones and because this they deem him to be a failure! Satan’s
or Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s answer for that is exalting themselves to „god“ …!
Blasphemous Christian foul mouths call and worship Satan as the “god” because they first
wage war on god and secondly their war on humankind is a vicarious one on god …!
If „Jesus "Christ" “ and his foul mouths (Christians) worship the name of a father then it is
about Satan and/or Satan’s ghost worshiped as „god“, respectively, „holy ghost“ …!

The Christian foul mouths are used to praying: “… hallowed be your name” but mean that
Satan’s and his son’s name shall be hallowed as “god’s” name … Nothing is impossible to
Christian desperadoes’ faith (see Mt 17:20), indeed no perfidy, no infamy, no mess,
no abomination, no dirty and mean trick etc.!
One may not forget that even according to Christian doctrines’ Satan does not want to be
reputed as Satan but as „god“! Similarly, the Christian foul mouths do not want to be reputed
as Satan’s chosen ones but as „god’s“ chosen ones or Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (swine name:
Jesus "Christ" ) does not want to be reputed as Satan’s Messiah (Greek: Christos) but as the one
of “god”!
That what counts to the outlined trinity of evil is not to be but as what being reputed, viz, how
they are regarded and not what they really are! That is what makes the Christian foul mouths, i.
e., the scum of nature, gathering in this bog or toilet that is called (bestiality of) Christianity. That
is why they rather burn others at the stake while being alive or get killed themselves than to
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admit to others and to themselves that Satan or the absolute evil has become worshiped to
be “god” among them …!
My word, what a “hallowing” of “god’s” name!
That is what it looks like if blasphemers, atheists and the most despicable foul mouths make
up their mind to “hallow” the name of “god” …!
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Annotations:

[i] The Dialogue of the Savior, Translated by Stephen Emmel, 133, 5-10, on: http://www.gnosis.org/~gnosis/
naghamm/dialog.html

[ii] The Gospel of Philip, Translated by Wesley W. Isenberg, saying 99, on: http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/gop.html
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